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                                     CRISES IN THIS COVID-19 ERA 

     Covid-19 is a disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. CO 

stands for corona, VI stands for virus and D stands for disease. This is 

the current situation faced by everyone all over the world. The crisis 

involved will be discussed below. 

       This covid-19 era has caused lots of families to face financial 

crisis. Making it difficult for them to survive in the society. As a result 

of this, children are not able to feed on a daily basis which can lead 

to malnutrition. It was also reduced the stability of parents. Another 

problem faced is arm robbery and rape, people that don’t have 

enough steal from others increasing the crisis in the society. The 

government uses this to get money from citizens of the country most 

especially in hospitals when a patient is sick will have to pay a high 

sum of money leaving them stranded with nothing. 

           Secondly, students no longer have interest in learning again, 

this is so because they do not understand the message the teacher is 

trying to pass properly. This crises has caused all activities to be on 

hold, such as going to work, going to school and many more 

activities. Covid-19 has really caused a lot to human health whereby 

anyone that is not careful on how to take good care of themselves 

will contact such deadly disease easily. This crisis has also reduced 

the level of fun carried out by humans on a daily bases. 

              Lastly, there are solutions that help to reduce the level of this 

crises. It involves staying at home promptly and enjoy the company 

of your family. Wash your hands at all times and wear your face 

mask when in public to prevent contacting the disease. This solutions 

will help prevent or reduce crises in the society 



          In conclusion, make staying at home fun during this period of 

pandemic and all citizens of the country should follow all protocols 

given by the government to help stop covid-19. 


